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ABSTRACT

1

Private learning of top-𝑘, i.e., the 𝑘 most frequent values also called
heavy hitters, is a common industry scenario: Companies want to
privately learn, e.g., frequently typed new words to improve suggestions on mobile devices, often used browser settings, telemetry
data of frequent crashes, heavily shared articles, etc.
Real-world deployments often use local differential privacy, where
distributed users share locally randomized data with an untrusted
server. Central differential privacy, on the other hand, assumes
access to the raw data and applies the randomization only once, on
the aggregated result. These solutions either require large amounts
of users for high accuracy (local model) or a trusted third party
(central model). We present multi-party computation protocols HH
and PEM of sketches (succinct data structures) to efficiently compute differentially private top-𝑘: HH has running time linear in the
size of the data and is applicable for very small data sets (hundreds
of values), and PEM is sublinear in the data domain and provides
better accuracy than HH for large data sizes. Our approaches are
efficient (practical running time, requiring no output reconstruction
as other sketches) and more accurate than local differential privacy
even for a small number of users. In our experiments, we were
able to securely compute differentially private top-𝑘 in less than 11
minutes using 3 semi-honest computation parties distributed over
the Internet with inputs from hundreds of users (HH) and input
size that is independent of the user count (PEM, excluding count
aggregation).

The goal of federated top-𝑘 discovery is to learn the 𝑘 most frequent
values, also called heavy hitters, in a distributed data set. Differential
privacy (DP) [34, 36], a rigorous privacy notion, restricting what
can be inferred about any individual in the data, is widely deployed
to mitigate privacy risks and regulatory concerns, when the data is
generated by users. E.g., Apple deploys DP to privately learn frequently typed words on mobile devices to improve auto-complete
suggestions and to detect websites with large resource consumptions to optimize the browsing experience in iOS and macOS [8, 74].
Google privately detects popular Chrome browser settings [40, 42]
as well as busy times for businesses in Google Maps [17]. Also,
Microsoft deploys differentially private telemetry data collection in
Windows 10 (Creators Fall Update) across millions of devices [30]
and LinkedIn’s Audience Engagement API lets marketers query,
e.g., DP top-𝑘 shared articles among users with a specific skill set
[70, 71]. Real-world deployments [8, 17, 30, 40, 42] mainly implement the local model of DP, i.e., users locally randomize their data
and send it to an untrusted aggregator. In the central model, e.g.,
used by LinkedIn [70, 71] and the US Census bureau [1], a trusted
party has access to the raw data, which only needs to apply randomization once, on the aggregated result. The local model has
fewer assumptions (no trusted party) but generally requires up to
exponentially more samples to achieve the optimal accuracy offered
by the central model at the same privacy parameter [52].
We present a novel alternative with central model accuracy, that
requires no trusted party, and is efficiently computable. Our protocol provides high accuracy even for a small number of users, which
is the most challenging regime for DP [16, 18, 66], via efficient secure
multi-party computation (MPC), which enables parties to jointly
compute a function without revealing their inputs [45]. The straightforward algorithms to accurately detect heavy hitters are inefficient
in MPC [61], and hence we employ sketches, clever approximate
algorithms with succinct data representation, for streams [27] or
large domains [78] to make the secure multi-party computation
efficient. Typically, sketches store counters indexed by multiple
hash functions, e.g., count-min sketch [27, 61] or Bloom filters
[40, 42], and local-model users apply domain reduction (e.g., hashing) [11, 12, 78]. However, hash-based techniques require costly
reconstruction, e.g., iterating/hashing the entire domain to find
heavy hitters, whereas our sketches directly store heavy hitters or
their bit prefixes. Our key insight is that adapting suitable sketches
(without reconstruction) enables efficient MPC of DP heavy hitters
with high accuracy. We present two MPC protocols to discover the
differentially private top-𝑘 on distributed user data: HH and PEM.
Our protocols are based on state-of-the-art solutions for heavy
hitter detection – HH is build upon non-private detection in data
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INTRODUCTION

streams [27], and PEM adapts the local DP method from [78] – realized as efficient MPC implementations of central DP randomizations
[32, 33, 79]. HH has running time linear in the size of the data and
is applicable for very small data sets (hundreds of values). PEM is
sublinear in the data domain (i.e., linear in the bit-length of domain
size) and provides better accuracy than HH for a large number of
users (thousands to millions). We improve upon related work for
MPC of DP heavy hitters [20, 61, 65], which is linear in the size of
the data, and requires reconstruction or is not optimized for DP
resulting in lower accuracy (see Section 6 for details). In summary,
our contributions are DP heavy hitter MPC protocols
• with high accuracy even for small data sets or few users
(Section 5),
• that are efficient (practical running times, reconstructionfree) (Section 5),
• secure in the semi-honest model and extendable to malicious
adversaries (Section 4.5),
• both implemented and evaluated in two MPC frameworks,
SCALE-MAMBA [4] and MP-SPDZ [53], using 3 semi-honest
computation parties in a WAN with 100 ms network delay,
100 Mbits/s bandwidth achieving running times of less than
11 minutes (Section 5).
In Section 2, we describe preliminaries. In Section 3, we describe
an ideal version our protocol with a trusted third party, which
we later replace with MPC. We present our secure multi-party
computation of DP heavy hitters in Section 4. We provide a detailed
evaluation in Section 5, describe related work in Section 6 and
conclude in Section 7.

2

PRELIMINARIES

Next, we detail the problem, and introduce preliminaries for secure
multi-party computation and differential privacy.
Problem Description: We consider a set of 𝑛 input parties
P = {𝑃1, . . . , 𝑃𝑛 }, where party 𝑃𝑖 holds a datum 𝑑𝑖 , and 𝐷 =
{𝑑 1, . . . , 𝑑𝑛 } ∈ 𝑈 𝑛 denotes the combined data set with underlying data domain 𝑈 . We want to find heavy hitters, more formally:
Definition 1 (Top-𝑘 or Heavy Hitter). Datum 𝑑 ∈ 𝐷 is a
top-𝑘 element if its frequency 𝑓𝑑 in 𝐷 is among the 𝑘 most frequent
elements, where 𝑓𝑑 = |{𝑥 | 𝑥 ∈ 𝐷 and 𝑥 = 𝑑 }|/|𝐷 |.

We release at most 𝑘 heavy hitters like Durfee and Rogers [32],
as thresholding might drop small noisy counts (unlikely to be heavy
hitters). Durfee and Rogers note that for flat histograms, i.e., all
counts are similar, thresholding outputs nothing instead of (almost)
uniformly random elements, which provides more data insights
(i.e., flat histogram) than randomness.
We define accuracy like Wang et al. [78] as the normalized cumulative rank (NCR). Unlike the F1 score, NCR also considers an
element’s frequency:
Definition 2 (Normalized Cumulative Rank (NCR)). Let
C𝑘 denote the actual top-𝑘 values and C the presumed top-𝑘 (returned by HH, PEM). The normalized cumulative rank of C is
Í
Í
′
𝑐 ∈ C 𝑟 (𝑐)/ 𝑐 ′ ∈ C𝑘 𝑟 (𝑐 ), where rank 𝑟 (𝑐𝑖 ) = 𝑘 + 1 − 𝑖 for 𝑖-th most
frequent element 𝑐𝑖 ∈ C𝑘 and zero otherwise.
Basically, detecting the most frequent element increases the cumulative rank by 𝑘, the second most frequent element adds another

𝑘 − 1, etc., and the sum is normalized to [0, 1] by dividing it with
Í
maximum score 𝑐 ′ ∈ C𝑘 𝑟 (𝑐 ′ ) = 𝑘 (𝑘 + 1)/2.
We aim for efficient MPC of DP heavy hitters using sketches
for approximate counts. Straightforward, exact MPC requires a
counter per domain element, i.e., for 𝑛 data values from domain
of size 𝑢 the running time complexity is in 𝑂 (𝑢𝑛). Related work
for MPC either requires costly reconstruction linear in 𝑢, or is not
optimized for DP and does not provide high accuracy for small data
sets (see Section 6). Our protocols HH, resp. PEM, enable 𝑂 (𝑛𝑡),
resp. 𝑂 (𝑔𝑐 log(𝑐)), for small parameters 𝑡 ∈ 𝑂 (1), 𝑐 = 𝑂𝜂 (𝑘), 𝑔 <
log(𝑢) (Section 4.3), and the communication complexity for input
parties is in the order of kilobytes (Section 5).
Secure Multi-party Computation: Secure multi-party computation (MPC) [45] allows a set of three or more parties to jointly
compute a function 𝑦 = 𝑓 (𝑑 1, . . . , 𝑑𝑛 ) while protecting their inputs
𝑑𝑖 . The computation must be correct, i.e., the correct 𝑦 is computed,
and secret, i.e., only 𝑦 and nothing else is revealed. There are two
main implementation paradigms for MPC [41, 54]: garbled circuits
[46, 57, 80], where the parties construct a (large, encrypted) circuit
and evaluate it at once, and secret sharing [15, 29, 67, 72], where the
parties interact for each circuit gate. In general, the former allows
for constant number of rounds but requires larger bandwidth (as
fewer, but bigger messages are sent), and the latter has low bandwidth (small messages per gate) and high throughput, where the
number of rounds depends on the circuit depth. We will focus on
secret-sharing-based MPC as our goal is an efficient implementation in a network with reasonable latency. Informally, a (𝑡, 𝑛)-secret
sharing scheme splits a secret 𝑠 into 𝑛 shares 𝑠𝑖 and at least 𝑡 shares
are required to reconstruct the secret. We use ⟨𝑠⟩ = (𝑠 1, . . . , 𝑠𝑛 ) to
denote the sharing of 𝑠 among 𝑛 parties (for a formal definition
see, e.g., Evans et al. [41]). Recent works, e.g., SCALE-MAMBA [4],
BDOZ [15], SPDZ [29], improve MPC performance by combining a
computationally secure offline phase, to exchange correlated randomness (e.g., Beaver triples [13]), with an information-theoretic
secure online phase. The latter is generally more efficient since
the former requires asymmetric cryptography [55]. MPC can be
implemented in two models with different trust assumptions: in
the semi-honest model (passive) adversaries do not deviate from
the protocol but gather everything created during the run of the
protocol, in the malicious model (active) adversaries can deviate
from the protocol (e.g., alter messages). We consider 𝑛 input parties
with sensitive input, and 𝑚 = 3 semi-honest computation parties,
i.e., non-colluding untrusted servers. The input parties create and
send shares of their input to the computation parties, which run
the secure computation on their behalf. We assume semi-honest
parties, discuss extensions of our protocol to malicious parties, and
implement our protocol with two frameworks, SCALE-MAMBA
[4] and MP-SPDZ [53], and compare them.
Differential Privacy: Differential privacy (DP), introduced by
Dwork et al. [34, 36], is a strong privacy guarantee restricting what a
mechanism operating on a sensitive data set can output. Informally,
when the input data set changes in a single element, the effect on
the output is bounded. The formal definition is as follows:
Definition 3 (Differential Privacy). A mechanism M satisfies (𝜖, 𝛿)-differential privacy, where 𝜖, 𝛿 ≥ 0, if for all neighboring
data sets 𝐷 ≃ 𝐷 ′ , i.e., data sets differing in a single entry, and all sets

𝑆 ⊆ Range(M)

𝑑1



Pr[M (𝐷) ∈ 𝑆] ≤ exp(𝜖) · Pr M (𝐷 ′ ) ∈ 𝑆 + 𝛿,

𝑃1
:
𝑃𝑛

where Range(M) is the set of all possible outputs of mechanism M.
(𝜖, 0)-DP is also called pure DP, whereas approximate DP allows
an additional, additive privacy loss 𝛿 > 0. Typically, 𝛿 is negligible
in the size of the data [37]. While we present pure DP mechanisms
in the following our protocols apply them in combination with
𝛿-based thresholds from [32, 79], thus, our protocols satisfy approximate DP. The DP definition can be adapted to fit different
deployment models (which we compare in Section 2) and next we
describe two variations: local and computational DP. Note that
Definition 3 assumes that mechanism M has access to the raw
data 𝐷. In a distributed setting, where each user locally randomizes her value 𝑣, the notion of local DP (LDP) [52] is used. Here,
the output changes for any input 𝑣, 𝑣 ′ ∈ 𝐷 are 𝜖-bounded, i.e.,
Pr[M (𝑣) ∈ 𝑆] ≤ exp(𝜖) ·Pr[M (𝑣 ′ ) ∈ 𝑆]. Definition 3 holds against
an unbounded adversary, however, we consider computationallybounded, semi-honest parties for a joint secure computation realized with (𝑡, 𝑚)-secret sharing. We use the definition from Eigner
𝑝
et al. [39], where VIEWΠ (𝐷) is the view of party 𝑝 during the execution of protocol Π on input 𝐷, including all exchanged messages
and internal state, and 𝜅 is a security parameter:
Definition 4 (Distributed Differential Privacy). A randomized protocol Π implemented among 𝑚 computation parties P =
{𝑃1, . . . , 𝑃𝑚 }, satisfies distributed differential privacy w.r.t. a coalition C ⊂ P of semi-honest computation parties of size 𝑡, if the following condition holds: for any neighbors 𝐷, 𝐷 ′ and any possible set 𝑆 of
views for protocol Π,
h
i
h
i
Pr VIEWΠC (𝐷) ∈ 𝑆 ≤ exp(𝜖) · Pr VIEWΠC (𝐷 ′ ) ∈ 𝑆 + 𝛿𝜅 ,
where 𝛿𝜅 is negligible in the security parameter 𝜅.
The definition covers a malicious setting by replacing the semihonest parties P and semi-honestly secure protocol Π with malicious parties and a maliciously secure protocol.
Noise added to the function output is one way to achieve differential privacy, e.g., via the Laplace mechanism M L [37]:
Definition 5 (Laplace Mechanism M L ). The Laplace mechanism M L , for function 𝑓 : 𝑈 𝑛 → R which has sensitivity Δ𝑓 =
max ∀𝐷≃𝐷 ′ |𝑓 (𝐷) − 𝑓 (𝐷 ′ )|, releases 𝑓 (𝐷) + Laplace(Δ𝑓 /𝜖), where
Laplace(𝑏) denotes a random variable from the Laplace

 distribution
|𝑥 |

1 exp −
with scale 𝑏 and density Laplace(𝑥; 𝑏) = 2𝑏
𝑏 .

An alternative is probabilistic output selection via the exponential mechanism M E , introduced by McSherry and Talwar [60]. The
exponential mechanism expands the application of differential privacy to functions with non-numerical output, or when the output is
not robust to additive noise [56]. The mechanism is exponentially
more likely to select “good” results where “good” is quantified via
a utility function 𝑢 (𝐷, 𝑟 ) which takes as input a database 𝐷 ∈ 𝑈 𝑛 ,
and a potential output 𝑟 ∈ R from a fixed set of arbitrary outputs R.
Informally,
M E selects an output 𝑟 with probability proportional

(𝐷,𝑟 )

to exp 𝜖𝑢2Δ𝑢 . Recently, Durfee and Rogers [32] showed that the
argmax over utility scores with additive noise from the Gumbel
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Figure 1: Implementation models for DP mechanism M.
Party 𝑃𝑖 sends a message (raw 𝑑𝑖 or randomized 𝑟𝑖 ) to a server,
who evaluates function 𝑓 on the combined messages.
distribution is equivalent to M E 1 [32, Lemma 4.2], and we call this
the Gumbel mechanism (defined in Appendix A).
DP Implementation Models: Different implementation models for DP exist, shown in Figure 1, and MPC combines their respective benefits [18]. The central model (Figure 1a) assumes a
trusted server receives raw data from each client. The server applies DP mechanism M on the raw data, which achieves optimal
accuracy. The local model [52] (Figure 1b) assumes an untrusted
server and clients locally apply M on their data before sending it to
the server. As the randomization is applied multiple times (at each
client), the accuracy is limited. Hence, it requires a very large number of users to achieve accuracy comparable to the central model
[16, 25, 50, 52, 59]. Specifically, an exponential separation between
local and central model for accuracy and sample complexity was
shown [52]. Recently, an intermediate shuffle model (Figure 1c) was
introduced [16, 25]: A trusted party is added between client and
server in the local model, the shuffler, who does not collude with
anyone. The shuffler permutes and forwards the randomized client
values. The permutation breaks the mapping between a client and
her value, which reduces randomization requirements. While the
shuffle model is more accurate than the local model (especially
augmented with secure summation [10, 44]), we also use thresholding to satisfy DP (requiring secure comparisons). The shuffle
model (or mix-nets in general) requires 𝑘 iterations to find 𝑘 heavy
hitters [20, Section 2.4] or costly sketch reconstruction (as the local
model [40, 42, 78]), whereas thresholding allows more accurate and
efficient one-shot discovery [32, 33]. As our goal is high accuracy
without trusted parties even for small number of users, we simulate
the central model in a distributed setting via MPC as commonly
found in DP literature [18, 19, 35, 39, 47, 68, 69, 73]. General MPC
suffers from overhead for computation as well as communication.
However, MPC combines the respective benefits of the models,
namely, high accuracy without disclosing values to a third party,
to Report One-Sided Noisy Arg Max [37, Section 3.4], which uses the Exponential distribution.
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Figure 2: Accuracy (NCR) of our MPC protocols PEM and HH
compared to LDP protocol PEMorig [78] for parameters 𝑘 = 8,
|𝑈 | = 232 , 𝜖 = 2 with 𝑛 ∈ {300, 1000, 3000, 5000}.
and we present two efficient MPC protocols for DP top-𝑘: HH has
running time linear in the size of the data and is applicable for very
small data sets (hundreds of values). PEM is sublinear in the data
domain (linear in the bit-length of the data domain) and provides
better accuracy than HH for larger data sizes.
We measure top-𝑘 accuracy like Wang et al. [78] via non-cumulative
rank (NCR), which is similar to F1 score weighted by an element’s
rank, where the most frequent value has rank 𝑘, the second most
frequent rank 𝑘 − 1, etc. (Definition 2). Figure 2 illustrates that
our protocols provide higher accuracy than the state-of-the-art
LDP heavy hitter approach by Wang et al. [78], which we denote
PEMorig and detail in Section 3.2.1. We used synthetic data from the
same Zipf distribution as Wang et al. [78]2 as well as a real-world
Online retail data set [75] and provide more detailed evaluation in
Section 5. Note that the local model and hash-bashed sketches (e.g.,
invertible/counting Bloom filters, count-min sketch) can require
the aggregator to consume significant computational resources to
reconstruct estimates from perturbed reports: PEMorig performs
𝑛2𝑞 hash computations to match potential heavy hitters with reported (randomized) hashes. Even for small data of size 𝑛 = 1000
with recommended 𝑞 = 20, around 1 billion hashes are computed.
Likewise, RAPPOR [42, 43] (follow-up to [40]) detects frequent
strings (e.g., browser homepage, installed software) by estimating
joint probabilities of (perturbed) 𝑛-grams via the expectation maximization algorithm, with complexity 𝑂 (|𝐷 ||𝐿|𝑛𝑟 ) for 𝑟 reported
𝑛-grams per party for string alphabet 𝐿 [43, Section V.B].
Our MPC protocols have better running time complexity than
the above mentioned approaches (Section 4.3), provide accuracy
as in the central model (Section 5), and the computation can be
outsourced to a few computation parties independent of the number
of users (Section 4.5). Hence, we show that the adaptation of central
DP sketches suitable for heavy hitters (i.e., without reconstruction)
is more accurate than LDP and efficient enough for MPC.

3

FEDERATED HEAVY HITTERS

The following ideal functionalities FHH and FPEM describe our
protocols as executed by a trusted third party, which we later replace
by implementing them with optimized MPC protocols as HH and
PEM, respectively. The straight-forward algorithms to accurately
detect heavy hitters are inefficient in MPC. Therefore, we employ
2 Zipf(1.5), i.e., the 𝑗 -th most frequent value appears with probability proportional to
1/𝑗 1.5 .

(1) Define map 𝑇 of size 𝑡 to associate a datum with a count.
(2) For each user reported datum 𝑑 ∈ 𝐷:
(a) If 𝑑 ∈ 𝑇 , then increment counter 𝑇 [𝑑 ].
(b) Else if |𝑇 | < 𝑡 , then add 𝑑 to 𝑇 , and set 𝑇 [𝑑 ] to 1.
(c) Else, decrement all counters 𝑇 [𝑖 ], remove 𝑖 from 𝑇 if 𝑇 [𝑖 ] = 0.
(3) For each item 𝑖 ∈ 𝑇 :
(a) Add noise Laplace(Δ/𝜖) to count 𝑇 [𝑖 ].
(b) Remove 𝑖 from 𝑇 unless
𝑇 [𝑖 ] ≥ 𝜏HH ,


where 𝜏HH = 1 − Δ log 2 − 2(1 − 𝛿) 1/Δ /𝜖.
(4) Output items in 𝑇 sorted by their noisy count.

Figure 3: Ideal functionality FHH combines heavy hitter detection in streams [27, Alg. 1] with DP-bounded count release [79, Th. 2].
sketches, i.e., clever approximate algorithms that work over streams
with unknown domains [27] (non-private) or support large domains
[78] (local model) to make the secure multi-party computation
efficient. The employed sketches do not require hashing or domain
reduction (e.g., Bloom filters [40], or matrix projection [12]) and
avoid the reconstruction effort and information loss associated with
it [78]. Clients only send a single message – either their value (FHH )
or a bit vector indicating the bit-prefix of their value (FPEM ) – and
the server updates a map that associates client messages with a
count. We utilize central model thresholds [32, 33, 79] and show
that FHH , FPEM are differentially private. In the following, we let Δ
denote the maximum number of counts an individual can influence,
e.g., Δ = 1 if we query countries of origin, or Δ ≥ 1 for current and
former employers.

3.1

Ideal Functionality FHH

Cormode and Hadjieleftheriou [27] surveyed algorithms for (nonprivate) heavy hitter detection in data streams and found counterbased approaches, to be the best w.r.t. accuracy, speed and space
(which was re-confirmed by more recent work [7]). Next we describe a non-private counter-based approach, which we augment
to be privacy-preserving.
3.1.1 Non-private Misra-Gries. The counter-based approach MisraGries [63],[27, Alg. 1], makes up all steps of ideal functionality FHH
in Figure 3, excluding the DP thresholding in step 3. Misra-Gries
uses counters to track the frequency of already seen elements in a
data stream and provides the following guarantee [7, Lemma 1]:
Lemma 1. Misra-Gries run on 𝐷 of size 𝑛 with 𝑡 counters provides a
frequency estimate 𝑓b𝑑 for all 𝑑 ∈ 𝐷 satisfying 0 ≤ 𝑓𝑑 − 𝑓b𝑑 ≤ 𝑛/(𝑡 + 1).
Recent improvements, e.g., [7], reduce the expected number of
times the expensive decrement branch is executed (2c in Figure 3),
as it requires updating the entire map 𝑇 . However, as we later
implement FHH with MPC, which must hide the control flow to
prevent leakage, we cannot apply them and focus on the original
version. Note that FHH , due to its use of Misra-Gries, does not
require any domain knowledge or distribution assumptions. Also,
if the map size is equal to the size of the (small) data set, FHH
computes an exact histogram over an unknown data domain.

3.1.2 Differentially private FHH . The ideal functionality FHH in
Figure 3 approximates counts for frequent values seen so far via
[27, Alg. 1] but only releases noisy counts that exceed the 𝛿-based
threshold 𝜏HH defined by Wilson et al. [79, Th. 2].
Theorem 1. FHH provides (Δ𝜖, 𝛿)-differential privacy.
Proof. Wilson et al. [79, Th. 2] proof that the threshold 𝜏HH
satisfies (Δ𝜖, 𝛿)-DP for counts of unique user contributions in SQL.
I.e., non-empty groups with noisy counts of say column 1 grouped
by column 2 are released if they exceed the threshold, and the
threshold bounds the probability for releasing differing results between neighbors. We briefly sketch their proof: A noisy count will
𝜖 (𝜏 −1)

be at least 𝜏 with probability 𝑝 = 12 𝑒 − Δ (property of Laplace
distribution). The probability for bad events (e.g., releasing a count
for a data set but not its neighbor) is bounded as 𝑝 Δ ≤ 𝛿 and solving
for 𝜏 provides 𝜏HH . As we assume a single value per user, each
count qualifies as a unique contribution per user, allowing us to
use the same threshold 𝜏HH .
□

3.2

Ideal Functionality FPEM

Wang et al. [78] present a “prefix extension method” (PEM) for LDP
heavy hitter detection and show that it provides higher accuracy
than other LDP approaches [11, 12, 42]. We adapt their local model
protocol, which we denote PEMorig, for our central model protocol
FPEM , and describe them next.
3.2.1 Local model PEMorig. We briefly describe PEMorig and refer
to Appendix B for details. PEMorig leverages overlapping segments
by iteratively finding frequent prefixes of increasing lengths and
clients are split evenly in disjoint groups. The first group reports
perturbed (𝛾 + 𝜂)-bit prefixes of their datum to a server, and the
server estimates the frequencies of all prefix candidates (i.e., all binary strings with the same length as the bit prefix). Then, the prefix
length is extended by 𝜂, the second group reports their perturbed
prefixes of length 𝛾 + 2𝜂, and the server estimates frequencies of
prefixes that extend the top-2𝛾 prefixes of the previous group. This
is repeated until the prefix length reaches the domain bit-length
𝑏. To create the LDP reports, a client first reduces the domain size
to 𝑢 = ⌈exp(𝜖) + 1⌉ via optimal local hashing [77], then applies
generalized randomized response on the value from the reduced
exp(𝜖)
domain (which returns the input with probability exp(𝜖)+𝑢−1 and
any other domain value with equal probability). To estimate candidate frequency, the server hashes all current prefix candidates,
and matches them to each report. The parameter 𝜂 provides the
following trade-off: Smaller values lead to more groups but less
(hash) computations, whereas larger values produces fewer groups
but requires more computational resources. Note that more groups
means fewer counts per prefix candidate which can lead to reduced
accuracy. Wang et al. [78] set 𝛾 = ⌈log2 𝑘⌉ and limit the number
of hash computations per report to 220 (i.e., set 𝜂 to the largest
integer satisfying 𝑔2𝛾 +𝜂 < 220 for 𝑔 = ⌈(𝑏 − 𝛾)/𝜂⌉ groups). Overall,
PEMorig, with these parameters, requires the server to compute
𝑛220 hashes.
3.2.2 Central model FPEM . Our protocol FPEM , shown in Figure 4,
also leverages extending prefixes to find heavy hitters over distributed data. Unlike PEMorig, FPEM operates on actual counts

⌈log 𝑘⌉ , and split user data 𝐷
(1) Initialize
l prefix set
m 𝑆 = {0, 1}
𝑏−⌈log 𝑘⌉
in 𝑔 =
disjoint
groups
𝐷 1 , . . . , 𝐷𝑔 .
𝜂
(2) For each group 𝑗 ∈ {1, . . . , 𝑔 }:
(a) Initialize empty map 𝑇 to associate a prefix with a count, and
candidate prefix set C = 𝑆 × {0, 1}𝜂 .
(b) For each prefix 𝑐 ∈ C:
Í
(i) Set 𝑇 [𝑐 ] = 𝑑 ∈𝐷 𝑗 𝜁𝑑𝑐 , where 𝜁𝑑𝑐 ∈ {0, 1} is a user report
indicating if her value 𝑑 matches prefix candidate 𝑐.
(c) Set 𝑆 = { } and 𝑧 = min𝑐∈C 𝑇 [𝑐 ] + Laplace(1/𝜖).
(d) For the top-𝑘 prefixes 𝑐𝑘 ∈ C:
(i) Add noise Laplace(1/𝜖) to count 𝑇 [𝑐𝑘 ].
(ii) Add 𝑐𝑘 to 𝑆 if

𝑇 [𝑐𝑘 ] ≥ 𝜏PEM + 𝑧,
where 𝜏PEM = 1 + log(Δ/𝛿)/𝜖.
(e) Output items in 𝑆 sorted by their noisy count.

Figure 4: Ideal functionality FPEM combines distributed
heavy hitter detection [78] with central-DP top-𝑘 [32, 33].

instead of estimates from perturbed reports to increase the accuracy. We later implement FPEM with MPC to protect the counts
and use 𝜂 ∈ {4, 5} in our evaluation as this provides a practical
trade-off between computational efficiency and accuracy for a small
number of users (Section 5). FPEM releases intermediate results (set
of frequent prefix candidates) to improve the frequency estimation in multiple rounds, unlike minimal functionality HH, which
only releases the final result. However, this does not violate privacy: Differential privacy is enforced in line 2(d)ii of Figure 4 by
only releasing values whose associated (noisy) frequencies exceed
a threshold. The privacy budget of FPEM is given next.
Theorem 2. FPEM provides (Δ𝜖, 𝛿4 (exp(Δ𝜖) + 1)(3 + log(Δ/𝛿)))differential privacy.
for a single group, i.e., step 2d,
Proof. The claim holds

 as the
thresholding satisfies Δ𝜖, 𝛿4 (exp(Δ𝜖) + 1)(3 + log(Δ/𝛿)) -DP [32,
Lemma 6.1]. Now we expand this, without additional privacy cost,
to all groups (step 2): Recall, we compute counts on disjoint subsets
(i.e., 𝐷𝑔 of 𝐷 for group 𝑔). Thus, we never count a user contribution
more than once. Parallel composition [56, Section 2.2.2] applies
maximum (instead of the sum) over the privacy budget for all steps
as total budget. As we use the same budget per step the maximum
is equal to that of a single step, which concludes the proof.
□
3.2.3 Unrestricted Sensitivity. In the case of unrestricted sensitivity,
i.e., Δ much larger than |C|, Durfee and Rogers [32] use Gumbel
noise
instead of Laplace noise. With Gumbel noise FPEM is (≈
√
𝑘𝜖, 𝛿)-DP [32, Th. 1] (i.e., with a dependence on 𝑘 instead of
Δ). To support unrestricted sensitivity in FPEM the Laplace noise
in lines 2c, 2(d)i of Figure 4 changes to Gumbel noise with the
same scale with new threshold 𝜏PEM = 1 + log(|C|/𝛿)/𝜖 (i.e., Δ
replaced by |C|). In the following, we focus on the setting with
restricted sensitivity, i.e., Laplace noise, but our protocol can be
extended to the unrestricted case by using distributed Gumbel noise
(Section 3.4).

3.3

When to use FHH or FPEM

Table 1: Basic MPC protocols.

Theorem 3. For data set 𝐷 of size 𝑛, FHH with fixed map size 𝑡
provides better accuracy in expectation than FPEM if


𝑛
𝜏HH +
< 𝑓𝑘-th ≤ 𝑔 · 𝜏PEM + 𝑓 | C |-th
𝑡 +1
where 𝑓𝑘-th is the frequency of the 𝑘-th most frequent element in 𝐷, 𝑔
is the number of groups in FPEM , |C| is the size of the candidate set
in FPEM , and 𝜏HH, 𝜏PEM as in Figures 3, 4 respectively.
Proof. We consider the cases where FHH releases a candidate
and FPEM does not. FHH releases candidate 𝑐 if𝑇 [𝑐]+Laplace(1/𝜖) >
𝜏HH . FHH uses estimated frequency 𝑇 [𝑐] = 𝑓b𝑐 , which is at most
𝑛/(𝑡 + 1) below actual frequency 𝑓𝑐 (Lemma 1). Thus, 𝑇 [𝑐] >
𝑓𝑐 − 𝑛/(𝑡 + 1) using the fact that Laplace noise is 0 in expectation
and replacing 𝑓𝑐 with 𝑓𝑘-th , we have 𝜏HH + 𝑛/(𝑡 + 1) < 𝑓𝑘-th .
Analogously, PEM does not release candidate 𝑐 if its count is
below the threshold, i.e., 𝑇 [𝑐]+Laplace(1/𝜖) ≤ 𝜏PEM +Laplace(1/𝜖).
Assuming data is distributed uniformly between groups, we have
𝑇 [𝑐] = 𝑓𝑐 /𝑔. Assuming expected noise and 𝑧 = 𝑓 | C |-th , replacing 𝑓𝑐
by 𝑓𝑘-th as before, we arrive at 𝑓𝑘-th /𝑔 ≤ 𝑓 | C |-th + 𝜏PEM , which is
the right side of the inequality when multiplied with 𝑔.
□
For fixed 𝜂, larger domain bit-length leads to larger group size 𝑔
in FPEM . Since FHH is independent of the domain size, it provides
better accuracy in such cases, as the counts per value are not split
among multiple groups. However, we want to keep 𝑡 small and
fixed for our MPC protocol, as FHH requires 𝑡 operations per datum
in the worst case (decrement step). Fixed 𝑡 reduces accuracy for
increasing data sizes (Lemma 1); therefore, FHH is better suited
for small data sets (small 𝑛). Our empirical analysis in Section 5
confirms these observations.

3.4

Distributed Noise Generation

Sampling the noise for FHH , FPEM with secure computation [51]
is inefficient, as the parties have to securely evaluate expensive
(floating or fixed point) operations [3]3 . It is more efficient to use
distributed noise generation, by letting each party locally compute partial noises, which are securely combined, as often found
in DP literature [2, 35, 47, 49]. Distributed noise generation is possible for distributions that are infinitely divisible, i.e., noise samples can be expressed as the sum of independent and identically
distributed random variables. Both distributions used in our protocols, namely Laplace and Gumbel, are infinitely divisible [2, 21].
Thus, we can efficiently combine partial noise values: A random
Í
variable 𝑋 ∼ Laplace(𝑏) can be expressed as 𝑛𝑗=1 (𝑌 𝑗1 − 𝑌 𝑗2 ) for

𝑌 𝑗1, 𝑌 𝑗2 ∼ Gamma( 𝑛1 , 𝑏), where the Gamma distribution with shape

1 𝑥 𝑘−1 exp(− 𝑥 ) [2].
𝑘, scale 𝑏 has density Gamma(𝑥; 𝑘, 𝑏) = Γ (𝑘)𝑏
𝑘
𝑏
To avoid floating point numbers, which require secure computation overhead compared to integers [3], one can use the discrete
Laplace distribution defined over integers. The discrete Laplace
distribution is infinitely divisible and can be expressed as the difference of two Pólya random variables as noted by Goryczka et al. [47].
Recent works consider alternative Laplace noise representations on
finite machines, e.g., [9, 10, 44], which we can leverage as well. The
3 Given a uniform random number 𝑟

[51, Supplementary Material].

∈ (0, 1] one can sample Laplace (𝑏) as ±𝑏 log(𝑟 )

MPC protocol

Output / Functionality

EQ ( ⟨𝑎⟩, ⟨𝑏 ⟩)
LE( ⟨𝑎⟩, ⟨𝑏 ⟩)
ADD( ⟨𝑎⟩, ⟨𝑏 ⟩)
AND( ⟨𝑎⟩, ⟨𝑏 ⟩)
NOT( ⟨𝑎⟩)
CondSwap( ⟨𝑎⟩, ⟨𝑏 ⟩, ⟨𝑐 ⟩)
Rec( ⟨𝑎⟩)

⟨1⟩ if 𝑎 = 𝑏, else ⟨0⟩
⟨1⟩ if 𝑎 ≤ 𝑏, else ⟨0⟩
⟨𝑎 + 𝑏 ⟩
⟨𝑎 · 𝑏 ⟩
⟨1 − 𝑎⟩
⟨𝑎⟩ if bit 𝑐 = 1, else ⟨𝑏 ⟩
Reconstruct secret 𝑎

distributed noise representation does not affect our MPC efficiency
as they are based on (integer) addition. Note that 𝛿 depends on a
security parameter, associated with number representation in MPC,
which we account for in Section 4.4. We discuss distributed noise
generation for Gumbel noise in Appendix C.

4

MPC FOR DP HEAVY HITTERS

We describe details of our MPC protocols HH, PEM which realize
the ideal functionalities FHH , FPEM without a trusted party, and
analyse their running time and security.
We use upper case letters to denote arrays in our protocol, and
𝐴[ 𝑗] denotes the 𝑗-th element in array 𝐴. We indicate Boolean
values (in the form of a bit) with 𝑏 state (e.g., 𝑏 match = 1 indicates a
match). The MPC subprotocols used in our protocol are listed in
Table 1. While most of our computation can be represented with
integers, our protocol uses fixed point numbers (scaled, truncated
floats) to handle DP noise. Limited machine precision of floating
point numbers can lead to privacy violations in the implementation
of the Laplace mechanism [62], i.e., possible outcomes can differ
between neighboring data sets due to irregularities in representing
reals). These violations can be mitigated by careful truncation and
rounding. We do not release noisy counts and do not use floating
point numbers, nonetheless, similar attacks might exist without
careful selection of fixed-point numbers.

4.1

HH: MPC of FHH

Instead of a map 𝑇 , as in FHH , we use two arrays 𝑉 , 𝐶, that store
a value and its corresponding count at the same index. HH implements the different if-else branches of FHH by using (secret) bits:
𝑏 found indicates if a value is already in 𝑉 ; 𝑏 empty,𝑗 indicates if we
had no match (NOT(𝑏 found )) but index 𝑗 is empty; and 𝑏 decrement
is true if we did not find a match and have no empty spots left. We
employ the following optimizations to reduce the number of MPC
protocols: Instead of using OR to combine bit 𝑏 match into 𝑏 found we
add each bit 𝑏 match (which can be 1 at most once) to form 𝑏 found
(which is 1 only if any match occurred) in line 7. This is beneficial,
since ADD can be evaluated locally in secret sharing, i.e., without
interaction, whereas arithmetic expression of OR is 𝑎 +𝑏 − 𝑎 ·𝑏, and
multiplications requires interaction between the parties (see also
Appendix E). Similarly, we reduce the number of conditional swaps
by directly using 𝑏 decrement as a decrement value. Furthermore, we
do not need to remove values associated with empty counts, saving
additional swaps: We only use counts to check if a value is empty
and if the value is matched (even with empty count), we set the new
count to 1 (line 16), i.e., same as if we had not matched and found

Algorithm 1 Algorithm HH.

Algorithm 2 Algorithm PEM.

Input: User data 𝐷, distributed noises 𝜌𝑝 per party 𝑝 ∈ P, output size 𝑘,
map size 𝑡 , and DP threshold 𝜏HH .
Output: DP top-𝑘.
1: Initialize arrays ⟨𝑉 ⟩, ⟨𝐶 ⟩ of size 𝑡 with ⟨⊥⟩, ⟨0⟩, resp.
2: for user datum 𝑑 ∈ 𝐷 do //Update counts 𝐶 for values 𝑉
3:
Initialize ⟨𝑏 found ⟩ ← ⟨0⟩ and ⟨𝑖 empty ⟩ ← ⟨−1⟩
4:
for index 𝑗 ← 1 to 𝑡 do
5:
⟨𝑏 match ⟩ ← EQ ( ⟨𝑑 ⟩, ⟨𝑉 [ 𝑗 ] ⟩)
6:
⟨𝑏 empty ⟩ ← LE( ⟨𝐶 [ 𝑗 ] ⟩, ⟨0⟩)
7:
⟨𝑏 found ⟩ ← ADD( ⟨𝑏 found ⟩, ⟨𝑏 match ⟩)
8:
⟨𝑖 empty ⟩ ← CondSwap( ⟨𝑗 ⟩, ⟨𝑖 empty ⟩, ⟨𝑏 empty ⟩)
9:
⟨𝐶 [ 𝑗 ] ⟩ ← ADD( ⟨𝐶 [ 𝑗 ] ⟩, ⟨𝑏 match ⟩)
10:
end for
11:
⟨𝑏 ¬empty ⟩ ← EQ ( ⟨𝑖 empty ⟩, ⟨−1⟩)
12:
⟨𝑏 decrement ⟩ ← AND( ⟨𝑏 ¬empty ⟩, NOT( ⟨𝑏 found ⟩))
13:
for index 𝑗 ← 1 to 𝑡 do //Conditional decrement
14:
⟨𝑏 empty,𝑗 ⟩ ← AND(NOT( ⟨𝑏 match ⟩), EQ ( ⟨𝑖 empty ⟩, ⟨𝑗 ⟩))
15:
⟨𝑐 ⟩ ← ADD( ⟨𝐶 [ 𝑗 ] ⟩, ⟨−𝑏 decrement ⟩)
16:
⟨𝐶 [ 𝑗 ] ⟩ ← CondSwap( ⟨1⟩, ⟨𝑐 ⟩, ⟨𝑏 empty,𝑗 ⟩)
17:
⟨𝑉 [ 𝑗 ] ⟩ ← CondSwap( ⟨𝑑 ⟩, ⟨𝑉 [ 𝑗 ] ⟩, ⟨𝑏 empty,𝑗 ⟩)
18:
end for
19: end for
20: for index 𝑗 ← 1 to 𝑡 do //DP thresholding on noisy 𝐶
21:
for party 𝑝 ∈ P do
𝑗
22:
⟨𝐶 [ 𝑗 ] ⟩ ← ADD( ⟨𝐶 [ 𝑗 ] ⟩, ⟨𝜌𝑝 ⟩)
23:
end for
24:
⟨𝑏 discard ⟩ ← LE( ⟨𝐶 [ 𝑗 ] ⟩, ⟨𝜏HH ⟩)
25:
⟨𝑉 [ 𝑗 ] ⟩ ← CondSwap( ⟨⊥⟩, ⟨𝑉 [ 𝑗 ] ⟩, ⟨𝑏 discard ⟩)
26: end for
27: Sort values ⟨𝑉 ⟩ by their counts ⟨𝐶 ⟩ descendingly //Appendix F
28: return Rec( ⟨𝑉 ⟩)

𝑐 indicating if 𝑑 ∈ 𝐷 has prefix 𝑐 (with
Input: Noisy user reports 𝜁c
𝑑
distributed noise as in Section 3.4), output size 𝑘, domain bit-length 𝑏,
prefix extension bit-length 𝜂, DP threshold 𝜏PEM , and distributed noises
𝜌𝑝 per party 𝑝 ∈ P (for threshold).
Output: DP top-𝑘. l
m
Ð𝑔
𝑏−⌈log 𝑘⌉
1: Split users in 𝑔 =
disjoint groups where 𝐷 = 𝑖=1 𝐷𝑖
𝜂
2: for group 𝑖 ← 1 to 𝑔 do
3:
Initialize arrays ⟨𝑆 ⟩, ⟨𝐶 ⟩ of sizes 𝑘, 2 ⌈log 𝑘⌉+𝜂 with zeros
4:
Initialize array ⟨𝐼 ⟩ ← { ⟨1⟩, . . . , ⟨2 ⌈log 𝑘⌉+𝜂 ⟩ }
5:
Initialize ⟨𝜌𝜏 ⟩ ← ⟨0⟩ and ⟨𝜏 ⟩ ← ⟨0⟩
6:
for candidate 𝑐 ← 1 to 2 ⌈log 𝑘⌉+𝜂 do
7:
for user datum 𝑑 ∈ 𝐷𝑖 do //Gather prefix candidate counts
𝑐 ⟩) //Prefix bit-length: 𝑖 · 𝜂 + 𝛾
8:
⟨𝐶 [𝑐 ] ⟩ ← ADD( ⟨𝐶 [𝑐 ] ⟩, ⟨𝜁c
𝑑
9:
end for
10:
end for
11:
Sort candidate indices ⟨𝐼 ⟩ by their corresponding counts ⟨𝐶 ⟩ descendingly //Appendix F
12:
for party 𝑝 ∈ P do
13:
⟨𝜌𝜏 ⟩ ← ADD( ⟨𝜌𝜏 ⟩, ⟨𝜌𝑝 ⟩)
14:
end for
15:
⟨𝜏 ⟩ ← ADD(ADD( ⟨𝜏PEM ⟩, ⟨𝜌𝜏 ⟩), ⟨𝐶 [2 ⌈log 𝑘⌉+𝜂 ] ⟩)
16:
for candidate 𝑐 ← 1 to 𝑘 do //DP thresholding on noisy 𝐶
17:
⟨𝑏 discard ⟩ ← LE( ⟨𝐶 [𝑐 ] ⟩, ⟨𝜏 ⟩)
18:
⟨𝑆 [𝑐 ] ⟩ ← CondSwap( ⟨⊥⟩, ⟨𝐼 [𝑐 ] ⟩, ⟨𝑏 discard ⟩)
19:
end for
20:
return Rec( ⟨𝑆 ⟩)
21: end for

an empty spot. HH sorts 𝑡 candidates via secure merge sort (Appendix F). Note that HH sorts a small map, i.e., 𝑡 ≪ 𝑛, and the main
effort is updating the map for 𝑛 elements. We also implemented a
version more suited for parallelization, denoted as HHthreads in our
evaluation (Section 5): The loop steps in HH can be run in parallel,
if we do not set 𝑖 empty in the first loop (as this requires locking).
Thus, the main difference between HH and HHthreads is that we
use an additional (non-parallelized) loop to set 𝑖 empty .

4.2

PEM: MPC of FPEM

PEM implements FPEM by using array 𝐶 to count candidate prefixes,
where, e.g., 𝐶 [1] represents 0000 in the first step with 𝛾 +𝜂 = 4. The
users themselves can track which indices correspond to candidate
prefixes, simplifying the secure computation complexity. In the
last round of PEM, less than 2 ⌈log 𝑘 ⌉+𝜂 iterations are required if
(𝑏 − ⌈log 𝑘⌉)/𝜂 is not an integer. We use this optimization in our
implementation but omit it here for readability. Note that we sort
the candidates and do not release noisy counts. Recall, unrestricted
sensitivity (Δ > 𝑘) is realized with Gumbel noise (see Section 3.2.3).
Gumbel noise, unlike Laplace noise, is not DP by itself [32]; hence,
we cannot release noisy counts which the parties could sort locally.
Also, each party can remove its partial noise from the noisy count,
requiring additional noise or secure noise sampling (see Section 4.5).
If we are not interested in the order, i.e., which value is the 𝑖-th most
frequent, the sorting step can be replaced by linear scan (to find the

minimum count for the threshold), improving the complexity of
this step from 𝑂 (𝑐 log 𝑐) to 𝑐 for 𝑐 = 2 ⌈log 𝑘 ⌉+𝜂 (leading to 𝑐 instead
of 𝑘 iterations for thresholding in line 16 of Algorithm 2).

4.3

Running Time Complexity

We analyse the running time of our protocols HH, PEM w.r.t. the
number of basic MPC protocols from Table 1. Addition is omitted,
as the parties can compute it locally on secret shares (i.e., “for
free”) and we measure the running time of our implementation in
Section 5. The complexity per protocol is listed in Appendix E, and
is at most 𝑂 (𝑙) for 𝑙-bit integers.
Theorem 4. HH has complexity 𝑂 (𝑛𝑡).
Proof. For each 𝑛 values in 𝐷 HH requires: First, 𝑡 equality
checks (EQ), comparisons (LE), and conditional swaps (CondSwap),
to find matching values and look for an empty index. Then, one
EQ, AND, and NOT operation to set bit 𝑏 decrement . For the DP
threshold, 𝑡 LE and CondSwap operations are used. Finally, HH
sorts the small map, i.e., 𝑂 (𝑡 log 𝑡), and reconstruct 𝑡 counts. Note
that 𝑛 is the dominating factor as 𝑡 ≪ 𝑛, i.e., 𝑛𝑡 > 𝑡 log 𝑡. Overall,
HH performs 𝑂 (𝑛𝑡) operations.
□
Theorem 5. PEM with sorting has complexity 𝑂 (𝑔𝑐 llog 𝑐), andm

PEM without sorting has complexity 𝑂 (𝑔𝑐), where 𝑔 =

𝑏− ⌈log 𝑘 ⌉
𝜂

and 𝑐 = 2 ⌈log 𝑘 ⌉+𝜂 .

Proof. First, we consider PEM with sorting. For each group
PEM sorts all 𝑐 candidates which requires 𝑂 (𝑐 log 𝑐) operations, and

performs 𝑘 comparisons (LE) and conditional swaps (CondSwap).
Finally, 𝑘 (sorted) indices are returned. Overall, PEM with sorting
requires 𝑂 (𝑐 log 𝑐) operations per group.
PEM, without sorting, requires 𝑐 comparisons per group to find
the lowest candidate count (used in the threshold). Then, PEM
iterates over 𝑐 elements per group (instead of 𝑘 elements as with
sorting). Finally, 𝑐 indices and counts are returned and the parties
can sort them themselves. Altogether, PEM without sorting requires
𝑂 (𝑐) operations per group.
□
Note that the summation of user reports per prefix candidates
(line 8 in Algorithm 2) does not require any interaction between
the computation parties, as addition can be computed locally.

4.4

Privacy

Beimel et al. [14, Lemma 2.12] stated the following composition theorem for secure computation of differentially private mechanisms:
Theorem 6. Let Π be a protocol with one invocation of a black-box
access to some function 𝑓 . Let Π 𝑓 be a protocol that securely computes
𝑓 with security parameter 𝜅 and coalitions of size up to 𝑡. Let Π ′ be
as in Π, except that the call to 𝑓 is replaced with the execution of Π 𝑓 .
If Π is (𝜖, 𝛿)-DP with coalitions of size up to 𝑡, and 𝛿𝜅 = negl(𝜅) then
Π ′ is (𝜖, (exp(𝜖) + 1)𝛿𝜅 + 𝛿)-DP with coalitions of size up to 𝑡.
Thus, together with Theorems 1, 2, our secure implementations
HH and PEM are (Δ𝜖, (𝑒 𝜖 + 1)𝛿𝜅 + 𝛿)- and (Δ𝜖,(𝑒 𝜖 + 1)𝛿𝜅 + 𝛿4 (𝑒 Δ𝜖 +
1)(3 + log(Δ/𝛿)))-DP, resp. PEM requires multiple invocations but
over disjoint subsets of the data.

4.5

Security

We consider the semi-honest model introduced by Goldreich [45]
where corrupted protocol participants do not deviate from the protocol but gather everything created during the run of the protocol.
Our protocols HH and PEM consists of multiple subroutines realized with MPC protocols listed in Table 1. To analyze a protocol’s
security, we apply the well-known composition theorem [45, Section
7.3.1]: MPC protocols using an ideal functionality remain secure
if the ideal functionality is replaced with an MPC protocol implementing the functionality. We implement ideal functionalities
FHH , FPEM as HH, PEM with MPC frameworks MP-SPDZ [53] and
SCALE-MAMBA [4] (see Section 5).
More formally, to prove semi-honest security we show the existence of a simulator Sim such that the distributions of the protocol
transcript of secure implementation Π is computationally indistinguishable from simulated transcript using ideal functionality F
produced in an “ideal world” with a trusted third party [45], [41,
Def. 2.2]. Next, we formalize the ideal and real-world executions,
ideal and real:
• ({VIEW𝑖Π }𝑖 ∈ C , {𝑦𝑖 }𝑖 ∈ P ) ← realΠ (𝜅, C, {𝑥𝑖 }𝑖 ∈ P ), receives as
input security parameter 𝜅, the set C ⊂ P of corrupted parties, and each parties input 𝑥𝑖 . Then, the real-world execution
runs protocol Π, with each party 𝑖 ∈ P behaving honestly
using its own input 𝑥𝑖 , and outputs the view of all corrupted
parties (i.e., all exchanged messages and internal state), as
well as the final output 𝑦𝑖 of each party.
• (S, {𝑦𝑖 }𝑖 ∈ P ) ← ideal F,Sim (𝜅, C, {𝑥𝑖 }𝑖 ∈ P ), with the same
inputs, uses the ideal functionality F to compute {𝑦𝑖 }𝑖 ∈ P ←

F ({𝑥𝑖 }𝑖 ∈ P ). Then, the ideal-world execution runs simulator
S ← Sim(C, {(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 )}𝑖 ∈ C ) (i.e., simulator receives the set of
corrupted parties and their in/outputs) to create simulation
S, and output it along with the output of the parties.
An adversary in the ideal world learns nothing except the protocol inputs and outputs, hence, if he cannot distinguish simulated
transcripts (ideal world) from actual transcripts (real world), he
learns nothing in real-world implementations. Now we show the
existence of simulators for our protocols.
Theorem 7. Protocol HH realizes FHH in the presence of semihonest adversaries.
Proof. Simulator Sim, given final outputs 𝑉 , 𝐶 (i.e., {𝑦𝑖 }𝑖 ∈ P )
can produce a transcript for realHH by replacing all secret shared
values with randomness. Note that all values in our protocols are
secret shared (marked with ⟨·⟩) and computationally indistinguishable from randomness (except with negligible probability in the
security parameter for some operations, e.g., integer comparisons
[4]). The only values that are not secret shared are publicly known
iteration counts (i.e., data size and map size 𝑡 for HH, and number
of groups and number of candidates in PEM). Finally, the simulator ensures the expected reconstruction, i.e, 𝑉 , 𝐶, is produced by
Rec(𝑉 ), Rec(𝐶). Here, the corrupted parties, cannot distinguish actual from simulated reconstruction as they cannot see the actual
randomness (secret shares) from the other parties.
□
Theorem 8. Protocol PEM realizes FPEM in the presence of semihonest adversaries.
Proof. We focus on a transcript for one group of PEM, which
can be extended to all groups. Simulator Sim, given 𝑆, produces
a transcript of realPEM as follows: As before, Sim replaces all secret shared values with randomness. Then, in the thresholding
step, the index for each candidate 𝑐, i.e., 𝑆 [𝑐] is set such that the
reconstruction of 𝑆 provides the expected result.
□
From Semi-honest to Malicious: We consider semi-honest
computation parties and design our protocol accordingly. However, SCALE-MAMBA provides malicious security, i.e., consistency
within the computation is ensured and malicious tampering can
be detected. We employ (𝑡, 𝑚)-secret sharing, which prevents up
to 𝑡 − 1 malicious parties to reconstruct the secret. Still, malicious
parties (input parties or computation servers) can provide incorrect
initial inputs to skew the results, also known as a data poisoning
attack. Next, we discuss the affect of poisoning attacks on our protocol as well as potential (but not implemented) mitigations. In
general, LDP protocols are vulnerable to data poisoning attacks
[22, 24]. Cryptographic tools, however, can prevent data poisoning
attacks and such attacks have limited impact on our protocols HH
and PEM: For HH, each input party provides a single value, which
can change a count by at most 1; thus, a coalition of 𝑐 malicious
parties, can alter the count by at most 𝑐. For PEM, each input party
provides a single bit indicating if a prefix matches their value’s prefix (1) or not (0). Thus, 𝑐 malicious parties, can skew the result by at
most 𝑐. (However, this requires additional zero-knowledge proofs,
ensuring that the provided value is from {0, 1} without revealing
it, e.g., [28, 65].) Distributed noise generation in the presence of

Ács et al. [2, Section 8.3] (technical report version) for a detailed analysis of the
required noise increase.
5 Uniform random numbers can be generated in a distributed manner even in a malicious setting, e.g., by XORing random inputs from each party (which is random as
long as a single party provides actual randomness) [51, Supplementary Material], or
by using the randomness generated in the offline phase [4].
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We implement our protocols with SCALE-MAMBA [4] (malicious
security) as well as MP-SPDZ [53] (semi-honest security) using
Shamir secret sharing with honest majority, and default settings,
i.e., 128-bit modulus and statistical security parameter 𝜅 = 40. Code
can be largely re-used between these frameworks as MP-SPDZ [53]
is a fork of SCALE-MAMBA’s predecessor SPDZ2.
We evaluated the running time and communication of the entire
protocol, i.e., offline as well as online phase, in a real-world WAN
for 𝑚 = 3 parties. We split the parties into two AWS regions, Ohio
(us-east-2) and Frankfurt (eu-central-1), and measured an interregion round time trip (RTT) of approx. 100 ms with 100 Mbits/s
bandwidth. The computation parties already received and combined secret-shared inputs from the input users (Section 4.5). We
present the average of 10 runs for running time and communication (except MP-SPDZ for HHthreads with 3 runs) and 20 runs for
accuracy with 95% confidence intervals, but omit the intervals in
most cases, as the results are very stable. We used modest hardware,
t2.medium AWS instances (2 GB RAM, 4vCPUs) [6], to show that
the computational overhead of modern MPC is acceptable. (More
powerful hardware did not provide significant improvements.) Recall, HHthreads is a parallelized version of HH (Section 4.1), which
required c4.2xlarge instances (15 GB RAM, 8vCPUs) to leverage 8
threads. Also, t2.large (8 GB RAM, 4vCPUs) instances were used for
PEM in two settings – MP-SPDZ with 𝜂 = 5, 𝑘 = 16, and SCALEMAMBA with 𝜂 = 4, 𝑘 = 16 – as more memory was required for
these larger programs. To evaluate running time and communication of HH, we set map size 𝑡 = 𝑘, and fix it to 16 in our accuracy
evaluation (Section 5). We stress that we evaluated a worst-case scenario for PEM: Each round assumes that the maximum of 𝑘 prefix
candidates are output after thresholding. Fewer outputs decrease
computation and communication due to smaller candidate sets for
the next round. We securely sort the candidates. However, if one is
not interested in the order, i.e., which value is the 𝑖-th most frequent,
the sorting step can be replaced by linear scan (to find the minimum
4 See
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malicious parties is not possible without additional checks or assumptions. E.g., assuming 𝑐 malicious parties, all parties have to
provide more noise4 as the malicious parties might not provide any
noise (or hide additional counts in the noise). To achieve optimal
noise magnitudes in the presence of malicious parties the Laplace
noise can be sampled securely: Given a uniform random 𝑟 ∈ (0, 1] 5
one can sample Laplace(𝑏) as ±𝑏 log(𝑟 ). However, this incurs additional computation costs [5], which we do not consider, since we
assume semi-honest parties like most LDP protocols [11, 12, 40, 42].
Outsourcing: To outsource the computation the 𝑛 input parties
send shares of their input to 𝑚 computation parties which run the
secure computation on their behalf. The latter can be a subset of
the input parties or non-colluding untrusted servers (e.g., multiple
cloud service providers). After sending their secret shared value for
HH or candidate counts for PEM the input parties can go offline.
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Figure 6: Running time of PEM.

count for the threshold). Next, we evaluate accuracy, running time
and communication of our protocols in a real-world WAN. Evaluation of AWS cost is given in Appendix G, further comparisons of
SCALE-MAMBA with MP-SPDZ are detailed in Appendix K.
Running Time: Figures 5, 6 show the running times for HH,
PEM implemented with MP-SPDZ as well as SCALE-MAMBA with
data sizes 𝑛𝑝 ∈ {10, 30, 100} per computation party 𝑝 (i.e., |𝐷 | ∈
{30, 90, 300}). To show the difference between HH and HHthreads ,
we used the same scale for MP-SPDZ (Figures 5a, 5b) and SCALEMAMBA (Figures 5c, 5d). For MP-SPDZ, the running time with
8 threads increases, whereas it decreases with SCALE-MAMBA.
Overall, for HH, and especially HHthreads , SCALE-MAMBA is faster
than MP-SPDZ, requiring at most 11 minutes for HHthreads , and
less than 16 for HH. The opposite is the case for PEM: MP-SPDZ is
much faster, taking less than 6 minutes for 𝜂 = 5, whereas SCALEMAMBA requires almost half an hour for 𝜂 = 4. Note that we used
smaller values of 𝜂 for SCALE-MAMBA (i.e., 𝜂 ∈ {2, 3, 4}) since the
differences to MP-SPDZ are already sufficiently pronounced here.
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Client Communication: For HH, a client (input party) sends
her secret-shared value to each of the 𝑚 servers (computation parties). In total, a client sends 𝑚 · 128 bits (our evaluated share size is
128 bits). For PEM, a client sends 2 ⌈log 𝑘 ⌉+𝜂 secret-shared counts,
i.e., at most 𝑚 · 8 𝐾𝐵 (our largest evaluation with 𝜂 = 5, 𝑘 = 16).
Server Communication: As is to be expected, semi-honest
MP-SPDZ sends less than maliciously secure SCALE-MAMBA. We
briefly evaluated MP-SPDZ with malicious security (Appendix K),
and found it to be still more communication-efficient, albeit slower,
than SCALE-MAMBA. Next, we report the average communication
of HH and PEM per party for 𝑘 = 16. Further evaluations are
provided in Appendix H. For HH communication increases linearly
with data size. We consider data size 𝑛𝑝 per computation party 𝑝 ∈
{1, 2, 3}, and MP-SPDZ requires ≈13/38/122 MB for 𝑛𝑝 10/30/100.
While SCALE-MAMBA provides better running times than MPSPDZ for HHthreads , MP-SPDZ requires much less communication,
e.g., roughly 45 times less for HHthreads with 𝑘 = 16, 𝑛𝑝 = 100
(125 MB vs 5.6 GB), suggesting superior communication batching
and parallelization from SCALE-MAMBA compared to MP-SPDZ.
For PEM and 𝑏 = 32, MP-SPDZ sends ≈130/258 MB and SCALEMAMBA sends ≈989/1884 MB for 𝜂 3/4. Doubling the domain bitlength to 64 also roughly doubles the communication. Note that
PEM, unlike HH, is independent of the data size, as we now consider
aggregated candidate counts and not single values.
Comparing different DP notions: We use the same value for
𝜖 to compare our approach to state-of-the-art PEMorig for heavy
hitter detection in the local model. Our protocols, however, operate
in the central model realized with MPC and approximate differential privacy (𝛿 > 0), whereas PEMorig is a local model protocol
with pure differential privacy (𝛿 = 0). The main benefit of approximate DP is improved composition [37, Section 3.5], i.e., running 𝑔
mechanisms on the same data requires a smaller privacy budget of
√
≈ 𝑔𝜖 instead of 𝑔𝜖 for large enough 𝑔. However, we run PEM once
per disjoint subsets of the data and not multiple times on the same
data. Thus, we gain no significant advantage over PEMorig from
using approximate DP. Furthermore, for an advantage to become
2 log(1/𝛿)
noticeable one requires 𝑔 > (2−exp(𝜖) 2 (Appendix D, [64]).
Accuracy: Next, we evaluate accuracy via NCR score (Definition 2), and provide a comparision to F1 in Appendix J. For the
accuracy evaluation, we set Δ = 1, 𝛿 = 10−7 , assume domain bitlength 𝑏 = 32, and report the average of 20 runs with 95% confidence
intervals. Like Wang et al. [78], we use a synthetic data set sampled from the Zipf distribution with parameter 1.5, i.e., the 𝑗-th
most frequent value appears with probability proportional to 1/𝑗 1.5 .
We also used prices from an Online retail data set [75]. Note that
we use small data sizes (few thousand values) on purpose, as it is
the most challenging regime for DP, i.e., the ratio of “signal” (actual counts) to noise is small. We compare PEM and PEMorig for
different values of 𝜂 ∈ {4, 5}, where 𝜂 is given in brackets (e.g.,
“PEM(𝜂 = 4)”), as well as with PEMorig with query limit count of
220 (denoted as “PEMorig”), where 𝜂 is set to the largest integer
satisfying 𝑔2𝛾 +𝜂 < 220 for 𝑔 = ⌈(𝑏 − 𝛾)/𝜂⌉ groups and 𝛾 = ⌈log2 𝑘⌉
as suggested [78].
In Figure 8 we fix 𝜖 = 2, 𝑛 = 1000 and vary 𝑘 ∈ {4, 8, 16}. As
expected, when we increase 𝑘 while keeping 𝑛 fixed (and small),
the accuracy decreases for all evaluated approaches. However,
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Figure 8: NCR of PEM variants and HH for fixed 𝜖 = 2, 𝑛 =
1000, varying 𝑘 ∈ {4, 8, 16}.
as shown in Figure 7 – where we fix 𝑘 = 16, 𝜖 = 2 and vary
𝑛 ∈ {300, 1000, 3000, 5000} – increasing the data size improves
accuracy, as the candidates receive more counts, which can more
easily surpass the DP thresholds.
Figures 9, 11, show NCR for PEM with data size 1000 for 𝜖 ∈
{0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2}, where we vary 𝑘 ∈ {4, 8, 16}. Figures 10, 12 show
the same for data size 5000. First, we focus on comparing PEM with
PEMorig. Figure 9c shows that for large 𝑘 (16) and small Zipf data
size (1000), the difference between all approaches is not too strong,
still HH, PEM provide better results. However, when we increase
the data size (5000) in Figure 10c the accuracy of PEM rises much
faster than PEMorig (and its variations with fixed 𝜂). We make the
same observation, with the real-world data set in Figures 11c, 12c,
i.e., PEM is more accurate and its accuracy improves faster when
the data size increases. Overall, PEM provides higher accuracy than
PEMorig.
Next, we fix 𝑡 = 16 and compare HH to PEM. The choice of
map size 𝑡 provides the following trade-off: keeping 𝑡 fixed (to a
small value) while increasing 𝑘 decreases accuracy; however, small
values for 𝑡 provide better efficiency for our MPC protocol. With
data size 1000 (Figures 9, 11) HH provides the best accuracy. For
data size 5000 (Figures 10, 12) and 𝑘 = 4, HH still provides the best
accuracy, however, PEM improves upon HH for 𝑘 > 4. Altogether,
the empirical evaluation confirms our analysis in Section 3.3: HH
provides better accuracy for small data sizes with modest values
for 𝑡. Also, PEM provides better accuracy than PEMorig for larger
data sizes 𝑛 ∈ 105, 2 · 105, 5 · 105 as we detail in Appendix I.

6

RELATED WORK

Non-private top-𝑘: Algorithms for heavy hitter detection are
roughly grouped into three classes [7, 27]: Quantile algorithms,
which uses estimated quantiles of range endpoints to approximate
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Figure 9: NCR of PEM variants and HH for Zipf with fixed 𝑛 = 1000, and varying 𝑘 ∈ {4, 8, 16}, 𝜖 ∈ {0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2}.
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Figure 12: NCR of PEM variants and HH for retail data [75] with fixed 𝑛 = 5000, varying 𝑘 ∈ {4, 8, 16}, 𝜖 ∈ {0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2}.
frequencies of range elements; hash-based sketches, which provide
a space-efficient frequency estimation, and counter-based sketches,
where a set of counters are updated when new data arrives. The
latter are the best with regards to space, speed and accuracy [7, 27],
thus, we selected [27, Alg. 1] as basis for HH. HH provides differentially privacy unlike related work [7, 27]. While recent improvements achieve better performance [7] (amortized over the control
flow), we cannot leverage them in HH due to our use of MPC (which
hides the control flow).

Local DP top-𝑘: LDP heavy hitter approaches [11, 12, 40, 42, 78,
81] mainly differ in how they encode and reconstruct the candidates, for which counts are estimated. Such encoding (in the form
of domain reduction, e.g., Bloom filters [40], matrix projection [12])
incurs information loss, which can exceed the loss due to DP randomization [78]. Notably, some encodings already provide some
form of DP, e.g., [81] (or [26] for distinct counts), but only with
large 𝜖 or for large data sizes. Wang et al. [78] carefully analyze
related work [11, 12, 40, 42], which mainly utilize non-overlapping
segments (e.g., report single bits or sets of bits), present a state-ofthe-art protocol by leveraging overlapping prefixes, and show that

it provides better accuracy than other approaches. We use [78] as
basis for our central model protocol PEM, which does not suffer
from information loss due to encoding and local randomization, and
allows (central model) 𝑂 (1) count accuracy instead of (local model)
√
Ω( 𝑛) for 𝑛 users [23]. Also, we directly output heavy hitters (as
our sketches contain their values or bit representation); unlike related work, where costly reconstructions are required to find heavy
hitters given an encoded representation (e.g, hash), which has to
be mapped to potential candidates from the domain [40, 42, 78].
Central DP top-𝑘: An alternative to approximate DP with thresholding is probabilistic selection with pure DP, i.e., via exponential
mechanism [60] or report noisy max [37]. These alternatives can
be applied in a peeling fashion to find the most frequent value from
a known domain, remove it from the domain, and repeat until 𝑘
values are found. More computationally efficient one-shot methods [38, 70] release 𝑘 values in one go. We choose thresholding
as it is preferable, especially for small data, for two reasons: First,
selection requires considering all elements from a known domain
and sampling an output from the entire domain with probability
proportional to an element’s utility. With thresholding, on the other
hand, focusing on data elements (from an unknown domain) suffices – leveraged by our protocol HH. Second, for large domains
(e.g., of size 232 ) and small data (e.g., few hundred elements) the
probability mass of elements with count zero (i.e., not in the data
but in the domain) can exceed the selection probability of even
the most frequent element, which destroys accuracy (especially
using disjoint groups that split the counts among them). Durfee
and Rogers [33] first compute the actual top-𝑘 ′ , where 𝑘 ′ > 𝑘, and
use (𝜖, 0)-DP noise and 𝛿-based thresholding to release (𝜖, 𝛿)-DP
top-𝑘. All central DP approaches assume access to the raw data or a
trusted third party. We, on the other hand, securely discover top-𝑘 ′
without such assumptions, and apply thresholding [33] to release
DP top-𝑘 in PEM. Vadhan [76, Theorem 3.5] presents a stabilitybased algorithm for central DP histograms and HH can be seen as
a space-efficient version in the distributed setting.
MPC DP top-𝑘: Melis et al. [61] combine count-min and count
sketches as follows: parties evaluate multiple hash functions on
their input, set the counters indexed by the hash functions to 1, and
securely aggregate the counters. They mention heavy hitters as
an application but do not evaluate. However, reconstructing heavy
hitters from such sketches is linear in the domain size (as each
candidate is mapped to sketch entries by evaluating multiple hash
functions), whereas our protocols are linear in the data size (HH) or
linear in the domain bit-length (PEM) and efficiently handle large
and even unknown domains. Additional data structures, e.g., using
multiple sketches [20], reduce the reconstruction complexity at the
cost of increasing communication and aggregation overhead.
Boneh et al. [20] securely compute heavy hitters in a malicious
setting with two computation servers. They focus on novel cryptographic primitives, i.e., incremental distributed point functions,
allowing secret shares of size 𝑂 (𝑚) to represent a vector of 2𝑚
values with only one non-zero element. They consider DP only
optionally to bound their protocol’s information leakage. In contrast, DP with high accuracy is at the heart of our design, whereas
they require large noise addition from each server, prohibiting any
meaningful DP statistics for small number of clients and overall
provide less accuracy than our DP-focused protocols. They require

millions of clients to achieve an absolute error of 16% for 𝜖 < 1 [20,
Appendix E] and add noise multiple times and not per group. While
their server communication is more efficient than ours (requiring
only kilobytes), we have similar client communication (kilobytes),
however, their computation time is linear in the number of parties.
PEM is linear in the domain bit-length and asymptotically faster
than Boneh et al. [20]. Adjusted for 𝑘 = 256, 𝑏 = 256, PEM is faster
than their approach for more than 6 million clients6 .
Naor et al. [65] consider DP collection of frequently used passwords with malicious parties. On a very high-level, their hash-thenmatch approach is similar to PEMorig with 𝑛2𝑙 server operations,
albeit more efficient ones (no hashing): Each user 𝑗 receives a random 𝑙-bit value 𝑟 𝑗 from the server, computes 𝑙-bit hash ℎ 𝑗 of her
password and reports one bit, the inner product of 𝑟 𝑗 and GRR(ℎ 𝑗 )
over 𝐺𝐹 [2]. The server keeps 2𝑙 counters, tries to find a matching 𝑥 ∈ 2𝑙 for every report and increments the corresponding
counters. Hash values are released if their noisy counts exceed a
fixed fraction of the user count. Almost an LDP protocol, with the
same accuracy limitations, where secure computation is required
as malicious users cannot learn 𝑟 𝑗 . Their protocol is a series of
two-party computations between users and server, whereas our
protocol is a multi-party computation, where users can outsource
the computation and only need to secret share their inputs.

7

CONCLUSION

We presented protocols for federated, differentially private top-𝑘
discovery with secure multi-party computation. Our central DP
approaches, HH and PEM, provide higher accuracy than local DP
methods for small number of users, without a trusted third party
due to our use of cryptography. HH, based on non-private heavy
hitter discovery in data streams [27], has a running time liner in
the data size but supports unknown domains, and provides better
accuracy than PEM for very small data sizes, where local DP methods cannot provide meaningful accuracy. PEM, based on Wang et
al. [78], iteratively finds and extends frequent prefixes, is linear in
the bit-length of the data domain, and provides better accuracy than
HH for larger data sizes. We implemented our protocols with two
MPC frameworks [4, 53], compared them, and achieved practical
running times of less than 11 minutes in a real-world WAN. Future
work for MPC sketching might reduce reconstruction overhead by
combining multiple sketches (at the cost of increased communication). Also, one might leverage public data like Li et al. [58] and
consider adaptive composition [31] instead of parallel composition.
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Boneh et al. [20, Table 9] process ≈120 clients/second (on 32 vCPUs, 60 GB RAM,
≈62 ms WAN delay, 𝑏 = 256 and 𝑘 as 0.1% of number of clients). PEM runs in less
than 12 minutes in total (on 4 vCPUs, 8 GB RAM with 100 ms delay, 𝑏 = 64, 𝑘 = 16)
and is independent of client count 𝑛 , but linear in 𝑘 and 𝑏 . PEM’s time multiplied by
256/16 (adjusts 𝑘 ), 256/64 (𝑏 ), and 120 clients/s, results in ≈ 5.6 million clients.
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A

GUMBEL MECHANISM

Definition 6 (Gumbel Mechanism M G ). The Gumbel mechanism M G , for utility function 𝑢 : (𝑈 𝑛 × R) → R with sensitivity
Δ𝑢 = max ∀𝑟 ∈R,𝐷≃𝐷 ′ |𝑢 (𝐷, 𝑟 ) − 𝑢 (𝐷 ′, 𝑟 )|, outputs 𝑟 ∈ R via
arg max{𝑢 (𝐷, 𝑟 ) + Gumbel(2Δ𝑢/𝜖)},
𝑟 ∈R

where Gumbel(𝑏) denotes a random variable from the Gumbel
distri
 
𝑥
1
bution with scale 𝑏 and density Gumbel(𝑥; 𝑏) = 𝑏 exp − 𝑏 + exp − 𝑥𝑏
.

B

PEMorig

PEMorig finds frequent prefixes of increasing lengths and split
clients in 𝑔 = ⌈(𝑏 −𝛾)/𝜂⌉ disjoint groups. The 𝑖-th group (1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑔)
reports perturbed (𝛾 + 𝑖𝜂)-bit prefixes (𝛾 = ⌈log2 𝑘⌉) of their datum
to a server. In more detail, a user in group 𝑖 selects a hash function
𝐻 : 𝑈 → {1, . . . , 𝑢} from a family of hash functions H , where
𝑢 = ⌈exp(𝜖) + 1⌉. Then, she applies generalized randomized response
GRR over her hashed datum; more precisely, ℎ = GRR(𝐻 (𝑑 ′ )) of
the (𝛾 + 𝑖𝜂)-bit prefix 𝑑 ′ of her datum 𝑑 where
(
exp(𝜖)
𝑥
with probability 𝑝 = exp(𝜖)+𝑢−1
GRR(𝑥) =
,
1
𝑦 ≠ 𝑥 with probability exp(𝜖)+𝑢−1
and 𝑦 ∈ {1, . . . , 𝑢}. Finally, she reports (𝐻, ℎ) to the server. Given
the reports, the server creates a candidate set C by extending the
previous top-2𝛾 prefixes with all possible binary strings of length 𝜂.
Then, the server estimates the frequency of each prefix candidate
𝑠𝑐 −𝑛/𝑢
𝑐 ∈ C as 𝑝−1/𝑢
where 𝑠𝑐 is the number of reports with matching
hashes, i.e., 𝑠𝑐 = |{𝑐 | 𝑐 ∈ C and 𝐻 (𝑐) = ℎ}|.

C

DISTRIBUTED GUMBEL NOISE

Random variable 𝑋 ∼ Gumbel(𝑏) can be expressed as


𝑛

 ∑︁




𝑌𝑗
− log(𝑛) , 𝑌 𝑗 ∼ Expon(1),
𝑏 · lim
𝑛→∞ 


 𝑗=1 𝑗


wherethe Exponential
distribution
with
scale 𝑏 has density Expon(𝑥; 𝑏) =

exp − 𝑥𝑏 for 𝑥 > 0 and 0 elsewhere [21].
While the Laplace distribution can be expressed as a finite sum,
the Gumbel distribution requires an infinite sum. However, the
expected approximation error for the Gumbel distribution can be
made arbitrarily small in the number 𝑠 of summands:
Í
𝑌
Theorem 9. For Gumbel |𝑠 (𝑏) = 𝑏 𝑠𝑗=1 𝑗𝑗 −𝑏 log(𝑛), where 𝑌 𝑗 ∼
Expon(1), we have expected approximation error |Gumbel(𝑏) −
Gumbel |𝑠 (𝑏)| = 𝑂 (𝑏/𝑠).
1
𝑏

Proof. We have E[Gumbel(𝑏)] = 𝛾 EM ·𝑏, where 𝛾 EM ≈ 0.5772 is


Í
E [𝑌 ]
the Euler-Mascheroni constant, and E Gumbel |𝑠 (𝑏) = 𝑏 𝑠𝑗=1 𝑗 𝑗 −

𝑏 log(𝑛) ≤ 𝑏 𝛾 EM + 1/(2𝑠) + 𝑂 1/𝑠 2 , due to E[𝑌𝑖 ] = 1 and [48,
(4.30)]. Altogether,


E Gumbel(𝑏) − Gumbel |𝑠 (𝑏)


= E[Gumbel(𝑏)] − E Gumbel |𝑠 (𝑏)
≤ |𝛾 EM𝑏 − 𝑏 (𝛾 EM + 𝑂 (1/𝑠))| = 𝑏𝑂 (1/𝑠).

□

Interactive Operations
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Figure 13: Communication per party for HH, HHthreads .

COMPOSITION

Proof. Running 𝑘 (𝜖, 𝛿)-DP mechanisms on the same data leads
to√︁a total privacy budget of 𝑘𝜖 for pure DP mechanisms (𝛿 = 0), and
( 2𝑘 log(1/𝛿 ′ )𝜖 +𝑘𝜖 (exp(𝜖) −1), 𝑘𝛿 +𝛿 ′ ) for approximate DP mech√︁
anisms (𝛿, 𝛿 ′ > 0) [37, Theorem 3.20]. Therefore, 2𝑘 log(1/𝛿 ′ )𝜖 +
√︁
𝑘𝜖 (exp(𝜖) − 1) < 𝑘𝜖 ⇔ √1 2 log(1/𝛿 ′ ) + (exp(𝜖) − 1) < 1 ⇔
𝑘

𝑘 > (2−exp(𝜖)) 2 .

□

COMPLEXITY OF MPC PROTOCOLS

Table 2 lists the complexities for MPC protocols (without precomputation for LE, EQ from [3]) typically measured in the number
of rounds and interactive operations, where rounds describes the
count of sequential interactive operations, and interactive operations (e.g., reconstruct sharing, multiplications) require each party
to send messages to all other parties. Share reconstruction is denoted with Rec and NOT(𝑎) = 1 − 𝑎.
Note that CondSwap(𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐) is implemented with one multiplication and two additions (𝑏 + (𝑎 − 𝑏) · 𝑐) and AND(𝑎, 𝑏) also
uses one multiplication (𝑎 · 𝑏). With pre-computed Beaver triples
⟨𝑎⟩, ⟨𝑏⟩, ⟨𝑐⟩, where 𝑐 = 𝑎𝑏, multiplication ⟨𝑥⟩⟨𝑦⟩ can be expressed
as [13]: ⟨𝑥𝑦⟩ = ⟨𝑐⟩ + 𝛼 ⟨𝑏⟩ + 𝛽 ⟨𝑎⟩ + 𝛼 · 𝛽, where 𝛼 = Rec(⟨𝑥 − 𝑎⟩),
𝛽 = Rec(⟨𝑦 − 𝑏⟩).

F

8

(b) MP-SPDZ: HHthreads

800

Lemma 2. Composing 𝑘 approximate DP mechanisms requires
2 log(1/𝛿 ′ )
less total 𝜖 budget compared to pure DP when 𝑘 > (2−exp(𝜖)) 2 with
𝛿 ′ > 0.
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Note that the input parties can pre-compute an arbitrary number
of such sum terms, and add them to their prefix counts, thus, they
only need to send a single message (i.e., the noisy counts) to the
computation parties.

D
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Rounds
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Table 2: Complexity of MPC protocols for 𝑏-bit integers
(with pre-computed Beaver triples for AND, CondSwap) [3,
39].

SECURE SORTING

We use the existing secure sorting based on merge sort from MPSPDZ7 and SCALE-MAMBA8 . The implementations use conditional
swaps: Roughly, whenever an array value 𝐴[𝑖] is smaller than
𝐴[𝑖 + 1], i.e., 𝑏 swap = LE(𝐴[𝑖 + 1], 𝐴[𝑖]) is 1, they are swapped.
However, we slightly adapt it, and re-use the comparison result
𝑏 swap to sort a second array 𝐵 in the same way, i.e., for each swap
with 𝐴 we simply perform the same swap with 𝐵.
7 https://github.com/data61/MP-SPDZ/blob/v0.1.8/Compiler/library.py#L464
8 https://github.com/KULeuven-COSIC/SCALE-MAMBA/blob/

862ecf547a01883cfbaf81a07c444c0c7cb53010/Compiler/library.py#L424
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AWS COSTS

AWS t2.medium instances cost less than 5 Cents per hour, and
communication of 1 GB costs around 2 Cents (per month) [6]. If
one wants to optimize for cost, we suggest to use an MP-SPDZ
implementation: All our MP-SPDZ evaluations for HH, PEM run in
less than 30 minutes and require less than 1 GB of communication,
hence, even our largest MP-SPDZ evaluation cost less than 5 Cents
per computation party. (Except for 𝑘 = 16, 𝜂 = 5 which uses t2.large
instances that costs less than 10 Cents per hour.) As a comparison,
recall that LDP approach PEMorig requires up to 220 hash computations for each user input. Our evaluation of PEMorig – also on
t2.medium instances, without parallelization as this requires additional computational resources – showed running times of hours
compared to the minutes required for PEM.

H

COMMUNICATION OF HH & PEM

Figure 13 shows the communication per party for HH and HHthreads
and Figure 13 shows the communication for PEM. Overall, the sever
communication for MP-SPDZ can be measured in MB whereas
SCALE-MAMBA requires GB for larger evaluations.

I

EVALUATION FOR LARGE DATA SIZES

We designed our protocols with high accuracy on small data sizes 𝑛
in mind, as it is the most challenging regime for DP where the noise
easily exceeds the actual counts, particularly in a distributed setting.
Nonetheless, our protocols also provide higher accuracy than localmodel equivalents for large data sizes, e.g., 105 , as visualized in
Figure 15. We omitted the comparison to PEMorig with 𝜂 > 5 as
the evaluation did not finish after 12 hours on t2.medium instances.
While PEMorig can be parallelized per group it is still linear in 𝑛
and does not scale. Our protocol HH with fixed map size 𝑡 = 16 is
eventually outperformed by PEMorig for large enough data sets,
i.e., around 𝑛 = 5 · 105 . PEM, however, already finds almost all 𝑘
heavy hitters for 𝑛 = 105 . These empirical observations confirm
our analysis of HH and PEM detailed in Section 3.3 (i.e., PEM is
better suited for larger data sets).
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Table 3: Relative comparison (NCR−F1)/NCR, varying 𝑘 ∈
{4, 8, 16} for 𝑛 = 1, 000 averaged over 𝜖 ∈ {0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2}.
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Figure 14: Communication per party for PEM.
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Table 4: Relative comparison (NCR−F1)/NCR, varying 𝑘 ∈
{4, 8, 16} for 𝑛 = 5, 000 averaged over 𝜖 ∈ {0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2}.
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Figure 15: NCR of PEM variants and HH for fixed 𝜖 = 0.25,
𝑘 = 16, varying 𝑛 ∈ {105, 2 · 105, 5 · 105 }.
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F1 SCORE

We also evaluated F1-scores (harmonic mean of precision and recall)
and compare the relative difference of NCR to F1, i.e., (NCR−F1)/NCR.
If NCR is 0, F1 is 0 as well, and we set the relative difference to 0. A
positive value means NCR is larger than F1, which is to be expected.
Recall, unlike F1, NCR gives more weight to elements that appear
more frequently. However, negative values are possible (e.g., if the
mode was not found).
Table 3 presents the relative difference of NCR to F1 averaged
over 𝜖 ∈ {0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2} for Zipf and retail data with 𝑛 = 1, 000.
Table 4 presents the same for 𝑛 = 5, 000. Overall, the averaged
scores for F1 and NCR are very close for our protocols (mostly the
difference is below 6%) and further apart for PEMorig (mostly above
6% and up to 48% difference), i.e., our protocols provide superior F1
scores.
Table 5 gives the detailed comparisons for each 𝜖 on Zipf and
retail data with 𝑛 = 1, 000 for fixed 𝑘 = 16. Likewise, Table 6
presents the comparison for 𝑛 = 5, 000. Large relative differences
for PEMorig result from its comparatively low scores. For example,
PEMorig has NCR=0.1, F1=0.06 for 𝑘 = 16, 𝑛 = 1, 000, 𝜖 = 2 on retail
data with a small absolute differences NCR−F1=0.04 leading to a
large relative difference of 40% (last row in Table 5).

Table 5: Relative comparison (NCR−F1)/NCR, varying 𝜖 ∈
{0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2} for 𝑘 = 16, 𝑛 = 1, 000.
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MPC FRAMEWORKS

We deployed SCALE-MAMBA [4] version 1.3 and MP-SPDZ [53]
version 0.1.8 in our evaluation. Here, we evaluated HH, HHthreads
without the final sorting step.
SCALE-MAMBA: Version 1.3 vs. 1.9: Out-of-the-box, i.e., without adjusting options and runtime switches, SCALE-MAMBA version 1.3 was faster than (at time of evaluation most recent release)
1.9 for our protocols. Versions 1.4 to 1.9 mainly added features which
our protocols do not rely on (e.g., support for Garbled Circuits, authenticated bits). We used runtime switch -dOT from version 1.9,
to reduce offline data creation (for features we are not using), for a
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0.0%
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Table 6: Relative comparison (NCR−F1)/NCR, varying 𝜖 ∈
{0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2} for 𝑘 = 16, 𝑛 = 5, 000.

fairer comparison with 1.3. Still, in our brief evaluation, we found
1.9 to be somewhat slower:
• For PEM with 𝑘 = 8, 𝜂 = 2, 𝑏 = 32 runtime increased by
around 20% from 1.3 to 1.9 (≈206 vs. 248 s).

Without -dOT communication almost doubled (≈237 vs. 460 MB),
with -dOT it remained about the same.
• For HHthreads with 𝑘 = 16 runtime increased by around 10%
from 1.3 to 1.9 (≈600 vs. 667 s).
Without -dOT communication increased by around 30% (≈5.5
vs. 7.2 GB) with -dOT it remained about the same.
MP-SPDZ: Semi-honest vs. Malicious: MP-SPDZ supports
semi-honest as well as malicious security for multiple secure computation paradigms (e.g,. Shamir secret sharing, BMR) [53], whereas
SCALE-MAMBA only supports malicious security. In Section 5 we
evaluated semi-honest MP-SPDZ. Next, we briefly compare SCALEMAMBA and MP-SPDZ for maliciously secure Shamir:
• For PEM with 𝑘 = 16, 𝜂 = 4, 𝑏 = 32, MP-SPDZ is more than
twice as fast than SCALE-MAMBA (≈14 vs. 30 minutes) with
around 400 MB less communication (≈1.47 vs. 1.88 GB).
• For HH with 𝑘 = 16 and 𝑛𝑝 = 30 per party 𝑝 ∈ {1, 2, 3}, MPSPDZ is roughly 27% slower than SCALE-MAMBA (≈6 vs. 4.7 minutes), but requires around 60% less communication (≈192
vs. 313 MB).
This suggests that, for malicious security and considering only
running time, PEM is more efficient with MP-SPDZ, whereas HH
is more efficient with SCALE-MAMBA.

